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1. Introduction
The 5rst exact solutions for classical Hele–Shaw ows driven by a single sink at the
origin were constructed in [3,8]. They have 5nite-time blow-up and cusp formation at
the free boundary before it reaches the sink (see e.g. [6]). Consequently, the classical
Hele–Shaw model is globally ill-posed in this respect. The physical meaning of this
situation is that the velocity of points on the moving boundary (t) tends to in5nity
at the cusp.
Among di=erent approaches to regularize the suction problem there exists one to
incorporate an extra term in the dynamic condition at the free boundary to penalize large
normal derivatives. This regularization is called kinetic undercooling regularization. For
Hele–Shaw ows it was proposed in [12]. The idea is to include a kinetic undercooling
term proportional to the normal velocity at the moving boundary.
This idea was used in several papers [5,9,11] and the linear dynamic condition
p+ 
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9n =0 on (t) (1.1)
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